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Tandy notebook PCs:
innovation in

engineering since 1983
Since 1983, when we introduced our acclaimed
Model 100, Tandy has been the one to consider first
for portable computing. Built for lasting performance
and quality -tested to stand up to rugged handling,
Tandy notebook PCs make it easy to travel light.
Since they're PC compatible, you can choose from
thousands of powerful and popular software titles.
And every Tandy notebook PC comes ready to run
with software already installed on the hard drive. Just
turn them on, and you're ready to go . . anywhere!
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Since notebooks are meant for work on the go, we
design our portable PCs with special power -saving
features. The Tandy notebook PCs displayed to the
right all feature Tandy PowerCheck indicators so you
can check power and battery status even with the lid
closed. This knowledge helps you to conserve power.
With the Tandy 3830 SL, you can shut off in the mid-
dle of a program and a special Resume Mode will take
you right back to where you left off. Plus, an Auto-
matic Shut Down feature helps conserve battery life.
For power -saving design, look to Tandy-there really
is a difference!
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Tandy 1110 HO. The perfect entry point for notebook
computing! The 1110 HD's 20MB hard drive comes
with MS-DOS 5.0 and DeskMate software pre -
installed. Just turn it on, and you're ready to run!
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DeskMate organizes your programs and guides you
through tasks using plain -English commands. Get
right to work with word processing, a worksheet, filer

,. s \---'--\ and six other handy programs. With the 1110 HD's
\__\...---------- built-in floppy drive, you can also use today's industry -

standard PC software. The removable, rechargeablej battery gives you up to 31/2 hours of power between
charges. Compact size and light weight (only 6.6 lbs.)
make it the perfect choice for students, writers and
busy executives. (TSP) 25-3531 999.00
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150 RADIO SHACK REVOLVING CREDIT, AMERICAN EXPRESS, DISCOVER, MASTERCARD AND VISA WELCOME AT MOST STORES


